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ON EQUIVALENCES OF DERIVED AND SINGULAR CATEGORIESVLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICHAbstrat. Let X and Y be two smooth Deligne-Mumford staks and onsider a pair of funtions
f : X → A1, g : Y → A1. Assuming that there exists a omplex of sheaves on X ×A1 Y whihindues an equivalene of Db(X ) and Db(Y), we show that there is also an equivalene of thesingular derived ategories of the �bers f−1(0) and g−1(0). We apply this statement in the settingof MKay orrespondene, and generalize a theorem of Orlov on the derived ategory of a Calabi-Yauhypersurfae in a weighted projetive spae, to produts of Calabi-Yau hypersurfaes in simpliialtori varieties with nef antianonial lass.1. IntrodutionMirror symmetry is a onjetural equivalene between holomorphi data on one Calabi-Yau three-fold and the sympleti data on another Calabi-Yau threefold. More preisely, Kontsevih onje-tured [Ko℄ given a pair of mirror Calabi-Yau threefolds X, X̂ there is an equivalene between thederived ategory of oherent sheaves on X and a suitably de�ned Fukaya ategory on X̂. Later thiswas extended to involve Fano varieties. The mirror to a Fano variety, X is no longer just a varietybut a pair (X̂,W ) where X̂ is a regular sheme andW : X̂ → A1 is a regular morphism. Suh a pairis alled a Landau-Ginzburg model in the physis literature. When X̂ is a�ne Kontsevih suggestedreplaing the derived ategory of oherent sheaves with a ategory of 2-periodi omplexes wherethe omposition is no longer 0 but multipliation by W . Orlov de�ned this ategory and showed itis a triangulated ategory [O1℄. This ategory is denoted by DB(W ) and mirror symmetry is nowonjetured to be an equivalene between DB(W ) and a Fukaya type ategory.The bounded derived ategory of oherent sheavesDb(X) has a triangulated subategory Perf(X)onsisting of perfet omplexes i.e. omplexes whih are loally quasi-isomorphi to a boundedomplex of loally free sheaves. If X is non-singular then every bounded omplex of oherentsheaves admits a loally free resolution. This means that Perf(X) is equivalent to Db(X). When Xis singular this is no longer true. Orlov [O1℄ introdued the singular derived ategory Dsg(X) as thequotient of Db(X) by the full triangulated subategory Perf(X). He showed that for a�ne X theategory DB(W ) is equivalent to the produt of Dsg(Xw) over the ritial values w ofW : X → A1.Thus, one an say that DB(W ) re�ets the singularities of the �bers of W .In this paper we study Db(·) and Dsg(·) for Deligne-Mumford staks.Convention. The term stak will mean a Deligne-Mumford stak X of �nite type over a �eld k ofharateristi zero (k = C in appliations) whih has �nite stabilizers. In addition we will alwaysassume that X is quasi-projetive, i.e. admits a loally losed embedding in a smooth Deligne-Mumford stak W, suh that W is proper over Spec k and has a projetive oarse moduli spae. Ifwe an hoose a losed embedding into suhW then X is alled projetive. Quasi-projetivity ensuresthat X has a quasi-projetive moduli spae and that every oherent sheaf on X is a quotient of a1
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2 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICHvetor bundle (the so-alled resolution property). See [Kr℄ for an exellent overview of related results.In partiular, if X is smooth then every oherent sheaf admits a �nite loally free resolution. Fora quasi-projetive stak X , we denote by Db(X ) the bounded derived ategory of oherent sheaves.All funtors between suh ategories (pullbaks, pushforwards and tensor produts) are assumed tobe derived (otherwise they are not well de�ned on Db) hene we drop the usual letters R and Lfrom the notation.The main tehnial result of this paper, proved in Setion 2, is as follows.Theorem 1.1. Let X , Y be two smooth staks, f : X → A1, g : Y → A1 two morphisms and F̃ aomplex on X ×A1 Y with support proper over X and Y. Let ΦF : Db(X ) → Db(Y) be the Fourier-Mukai transform with the kernel F = h∗F̃ , where h : X ×A1 Y → X ×Y is the losed embedding. If
ΦF is an equivalene of ategories, and X0, Y0 are the �bers of f , g over 0 ∈ A1, respetively, thenthe pullbak of F̃ to X0 × Y0 indues an equivalene of derived ategories Db(X0) ≃ Db(Y0) whihdesends to an equivalene of singular derived ategories Dsg(X0) → Dsg(Y0).This theorem an be applied to the situation when one has the following diagram of staks andproper birational morphisms(1.1) W

µ
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ZWe assume that X ,Y,W are smooth staks, Z is an a�ne variety, µ∗(KX ) = ν∗(KY) and in addition
φ and ψ indue projetive morphisms of oarse moduli spaes. For instane, we an assume that
Z is a singular quotient V/Γ of a �nite dimensional vetor spae V by a linear ation of a �nitegroup Γ ⊂ SL(V ), X = [V/Γ] is the same quotient onsidered as a smooth stak and Y is a repantresolution of the variety V/Γ.By a strengthened version of derived MKay Correspondene onjeture, suh a diagram (1.1)should imply existene of a Fourier-Mukai equivalene with a kernel obtained by diret image from
X ×Z Y. In partiular, F̃ exists whenever the morphisms f : X → A1, g : Y → A1 are obtained bypulling bak the same regular funtion Z → A1. This holds in the ases of the derived MKay orre-spondene onsidered by Bezrukavnikov and Kaledin; Bridgeland, King, and Reid; and Kawamata[BK, BKR, K1℄. Thus, our �rst appliation, Theorem 2.10, is in these three ases.Our Theorem 2.10 generalizes an earlier result of Quintero-Vélez, f. [QV℄, who proves thestatement under the assumption that Y is given by G−Hilb(V ), the Hilbert sheme of G-lusters,and that Φ is given by the struture sheaf of the universal subsheme. In partiular, ase (1) ofTheorem 2.10 follows from lo. it.. As observed in the same paper, the assumption also holdswhen Γ = Z/nZ where n = dimV , Γ ats diagonally on V and Y is the total spae of the anonialbundle on the projetive spae P(V ). After the �rst version of this paper appeared as preprint,we have learned about an even earlier work by Mehrotra, f. [Me℄, who have onstruted a full



ON EQUIVALENCES OF DERIVED AND SINGULAR CATEGORIES 3and faithful embedding Dsg(X0) → Dsg(Y0) under the same assumption (i.e. that X = [V/Γ] and
Y = G−Hilb(V )). We also mention here that in the ase of shemes, but for arbitrary base hangeand without any �atness assumption, the results of Setion 2.2 were proved earlier by Kuznetsov,f. Setion 2.7 of [Ku℄.In Setion 3 we give another appliation in the setting when all four spaes and morphisms aretori with respet to the ation of the same (split) torus T . We apply Theorem 1.1 and resultsof Kawamata, f. [K1℄, to the ase when Γ ⊂ SL(V ) is abelian and f is given by a Γ-invariantpolynomial on V . We mention here that the work [HLdS℄ on Fourier-Mukai transform for Gorensteinshemes also deals with a similar situation, although from a somewhat di�erent angle. To formulatethe seond appliation, f. Corollaries 3.3 and 3.7, �rst let P(a) := P(a0, · · · , an) with ai > 0 forall i, be the weighted projetive spae. Given f a quasi-homogeneous polynomial that is invariantunder the ation of ZN where N =

∑
ai the zero set Y is a Calabi-Yau hypersurfae of P(a). Orlovgave an algebrai proof of an equivalene Db(Y ) ∼= DC∗

sg (Cn+1, f) [O2, Thm 3.12℄, where C∗ ats on
Cn+1 with weights (a0, . . . , an) and DC∗

sg stands for the equivariant version of the singular ategory.As a orollary of Theorem 1.1 and Kawamata's theorem on tori repant resolutions [K1, Prop.4.2℄ we give a geometri proof of this statement and also generalize it to produts of Calabi-Yauhypersurfaes in simpliial tori varieties with nef antianonial lass.Aknowledgements. We would like to thank Tony Pantev for valuable omments. The work of the�rst author was partially supported by the Sloan Researh Fellowship.2. ProofIn this setion we onsider the following ommutative diagram in whih all horizontal arrows areregular losed embeddings of odimension one, and all other arrows are the anonial projetions:(2.1) Y0
i0 // Y

X0 × Y0
k0 //

πX0

��

πY0

OO

X ×A1 Y

pX

��

h //

pY

OO

X × Y

πX
yyrrrrrrrrrrr

πX

eeLLLLLLLLLLL

X0
j0

// XNote that the both squares are artesian and the vertial arrows represent �at morphisms. We willalso onsider the shifted line bundles(2.2) ω := π∗XKX [n], ω̃ := h∗ω[−1], ω0 = C∗
0ω̃on X × Y, X ×A1 Y and X0 × Y0, respetively.2.1. Generalities on sheaves and staks. To prove Theorem 1.1 we �rst need a few lemmas.The reader may wish to skip to Setion 2.2 and return to the statements of this setion as they arequoted in the proof.



4 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICHLemma 2.1. [LMB, Prop. 13.1.9℄ Let
Y ′

ξ

��

v // Y

ζ

��
X ′

u
// Xbe a artesian diagram of Deligne-Mumford staks with ζ quasi-ompat and u �at and N ∈ D+

qc(Y).Then the anonial morphism
u∗ζ∗N → ξ∗v

∗
Nis an isomorphism in D+

qc(X
′).Lemma 2.2. Let X be a smooth quasi-projetive stak. There exists a smooth projetive stak Xand an open embedding X → X .Proof. By assumption X admits a loally losed embedding in a smooth projetive stak W. By[Kr℄ we an assume that W = P/GL(n) where P is a smooth quasi-projetive variety and GL(n)ats on P linearly and with �nite stabilizers. Then also X ≃ Q/GL(n) where Q ⊂ P is smoothand loally losed. The losure Q of Q in P is GL(n)-invariant, although it may be singular. Usinganonial desingularization (i.e. versions due to Bierston-Millman, Villamayor and Wªodarzyk) byblowing up a maximal stratum of a ertain loal invariant whih is automatially GL(n)-invariant,we an �nd an iterated GL(n)-equivariant blowup P̃ → P with smooth GL(n)-invariant losedenters, suh that the proper transform Q̃ is smooth and the morphism Q̃ → Q restrits to anisomorphism over Q. Then Q̃ is quasi-projetive, and the stabilizers of the G-ation on Q̃ are still�nite (sine they embed into the stabilizers of points in Q). Moreover, the moduli spae Q̃/GL(n)of the quotient stak [Q̃/GL(n)] =: X is projetive. In fat, sine Q̃/GL(n) is losed in P̃ /GL(n),it su�es to show that the morphism P̃ /GL(n) → P/GL(n) is projetive. By indution we anassume that P̃ is a single blowup of P at a smooth GL(n)-invariant enter R. We an �nd an ampleline bundle L on P and a �nite-dimensional G-invariant subspae of setions U ⊂ Γ(P,L) suh thatthe ommon zero sheme of these setions is R. Then P̃ an be identi�ed with a losed subvarietyof P ×P(V ∗) (i.e. losure of the graph of the rational map de�ned by the linear system |U |) thus itsu�es to show that P × P(V ∗)/GL(n) → P/GL(n) is a projetive morphism, whih follows easilyby a GIT-type argument. �The next lemma has a relatively quik proof due to the (quasi)-projetivity ondition whihimposed on staks.Lemma 2.3. (Relative Serre Duality: smooth projetive ase) Let X be a smooth projetive stakof dimension n and Y a quasi-projetive stak. The funtor πY∗ : Db(X × Y) → Db(Y) has a rightadjoint

π!
Y(·) ≃ π∗XKX [n] ⊗ π∗Y(·)Proof. We �rst observe that our staks satisfy the resolution property and morphisms are separated.Hene by Proposition 1.9 in [Ni℄ the right adjoint π!

Y of πY∗ exists although apriori it is de�nedas a funtor D(Y) → D(X × Y) on unbounded derived ategories of omplexes of O-modules with



ON EQUIVALENCES OF DERIVED AND SINGULAR CATEGORIES 5quasi-oherent ohomology. By base hange Lemma 2.1, existene of π!
Y and the proof of Theorem5.4 in [Ne℄ we an onlude that

π!
Y(·) ≃ π!

Y(OY) ⊗ π∗Y(·).It remains to establish
π!
Y(OY) ≃ π∗XKX [n]When Y ≃ Spec(k), this is the ontents of Theorem 1.32 (Smooth Serre Duality) in [Ni℄. For general

X we onsider the diagram
X × Y

πX //

πY

��

X

p

��
Y q

// Spec(k)Sine p!OSpec(k) ≃ KX [n] by lo. it. it remains to show that π∗X p! ≃ π!
Yq

∗. Following Verdier, weonsider the omposition
π∗X p

! → π!
YπY∗π

∗
X p

! ≃ π!
Yq

∗p∗p
! → π!

Yq
∗,where we have used the morphisms indued by adjuntions Id → π!
YπY∗, p∗p! → Id and the basehange formula from Lemma 2.1. The morphism of funtors π∗Xp! → π!
Yq

∗ is funtorial with respetto Y hene in proving that it is an isomorphism it su�es to replae Y by a sheme Z admitting a�nite �at surjetive morphism Z → Y, whih exists by [Kr℄. Now we apply Theorem 1.23 in [Ni℄.This �nishes the proof. �Corollary 2.4. Reall the notation of (2.1) and (2.2) and let H , resp. H0 be a omplex on X ×Y,resp. X0 × Y0, whih has proper support over Y, resp. Y0. Let also b, resp. b0, be a omplex on Y,resp. Y0. Then there are isomorphisms of bifuntors(2.3) HomY(πY∗H , b) ≃ HomX×Y(H , ω ⊗ π∗Y(b))(2.4) HomY0
(πY0∗H0, b0) ≃ HomX0×Y0

(H , ω0 ⊗ π∗Y0
(b0)).Proof. For the �rst isomorphism, hoose a smooth ompati�ation X → X as in Lemma 2.2, view

H as an objet on X × Y and then apply Lemma 2.3.For the seond isomorphism onsider the upper artesian square in (2.1). Replaing X by a largeropen substak in the ompati�ation X (and possibly blowing up X but without hanging X ) wean assume that f : X → A1 is proper (then H0 will be replaed by its diret image to this largeropen substak). Therefore we an assume that pY and πY0
are proper. As in the end of the proofof Lemma 2.3 we have k∗0p!

Y ≃ π!
Y0
i∗0. Then

HomY0
(πY0∗H0, b0) ≃ HomX0×Y0

(H0, π
!
Y0

(b0)) ≃ HomX0×Y0
(H0, π

!
Y0

(OY0
) ⊗ π∗Y(b0))and we only need to apply

π!
Y0

(OY0
) ≃ π!

Y0
i∗0(OY ) ≃ k∗0p

!
Y(OY) ≃ ω0.

�Lemma 2.5. The omplex F0 = k∗0F̃ is bounded and has proper support over X0 and Y0. Moreover,the following properties hold for F0:



6 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICH(1) for any perfet omplex K on X0×Y0 the diret image πX0∗(F0⊗K ), resp. πY0∗(F0⊗K )is a perfet omplex on X0, resp. Y0;(2) for any omplex H in Db(X0), resp. Db(Y0), the omplex F0 ⊗ π∗X0
H , resp. F0 ⊗ π∗Y0

His an objet of Db(X0 × Y0).Proof. The support property is obvious sine we assume that F̃ has proper support over X and
Y. Boundedness of F0 holds sine k0 is a regular losed embedding of odimension one, hene has�nite tor dimension. As for the properties (1) and (2), it su�es to prove those whih involve πX0

.Assume that F̃ has ohomology in degrees [−n, 0]. Sine X ×A1 Y has the resolution property,we an onstrut a omplex of vetor bundles on it
E−N → E−N+1 → . . .→ E−1 → E0 → 0with N > n+ dimX whih is quasi-isomorphi to F̃ exept possibly in degree −N . By a standardargument using the smoothness of X , the kernel of E−N → E−N+1 is projetive over OX . Thus F̃is quasi-isomorphi to a �nite omplex of oherent sheaves whih are projetive over X . Similarly,its pullbak F0 is isomorphi to a �nite omplex of oherent sheaves whih are projetive over OX0

.This proves (2).To show that πX0∗(F0 ⊗ K ) is perfet is su�es to show that πX0∗(F0 ⊗ K ) ⊗ H is boundedfor any bounded H in Db(X0). By projetion formula it su�es to show that F0 ⊗ K ⊗ π∗X0
H isbounded whih is immediate from the �nite OX0

-projetive resolution of F0. �2.2. Main argument. Lemma 2.5 implies that we have a well-de�ned Fourier-Mukai transform
F0 := πY0∗(F0 ⊗ π∗X0

(·)) : Db(X0) → Db(Y0), f. [Hu℄. There is also a similar Fourier-Mukaitransform F : Db(X ) → Db(Y) with the kernel F = h∗F̃ (note that F is a perfet omplex sine
X and Y are smooth).Lemma 2.6. Let i0 : Y0 → Y and j0 : X0 → X be the losed immersions of the �bers then there isa funtorial isomorphism

i0∗F0
∼= Fj0∗Proof. Similarly to Theorem 6.1 in [Ch℄ we use a series of isomorphisms

Fj0∗(·) = πY∗(π
∗
X (j0∗(·)) ⊗ G )

= πY∗(π
∗
X (j0∗(·)) ⊗ j∗F )

= πY∗(h∗(h
∗π∗X j0∗(·) ⊗ F ))

= πY∗(h∗(p
∗
X j0∗(·) ⊗ F ))

= πY∗(h∗(k0∗π
∗
X0

(·) ⊗ F ))

= πY∗(h∗k0∗(π
∗
X0

(·) ⊗ k∗0F ))

= πY∗(i0 × j0)∗(π
∗
X0

(·) ⊗ F0)

= i0∗πY0∗(π
∗
X0

(·) ⊗ F0)

= i0∗F0(·)



ON EQUIVALENCES OF DERIVED AND SINGULAR CATEGORIES 7The third and sixth isomorphisms are due to the projetion formula, forth is by ommutativity ofthe lower triangle in (2.1), and the �fth is the base hange isomorphism of Lemma 2.1 applied tothe lower square of the same diagram. �Lemma 2.7. In the notation of (2.1), (2.2), de�ne a omplex in Db(X ×A1 Y):
G̃ = Hom(F̃ , ω̃).Then the right adjoint G : Db(Y) → Db(X ) to F is given by the Fourier-Mukai transform withthe kernel G = h∗G̃ . Similarly, the right adjoint G0 : Db(Y0) → Db(X0) to F0 is given by theFourier-Mukai transform with the kernel G0 = k∗0G̃ .Proof. We �rst note that boundedness of G̃ follows by repeating the argument of Lemma 2.5 andusing smoothness of X .To prove the assertion about F , assume that a, resp. b, is a objet in Db(X ), resp. Db(Y), andreall that we denoted F = h∗F̃ . Therefore by (2.3)

HomY(F (a), b) = HomY(πY∗(F ⊗ π∗X (a)), b) ≃ HomX×Y(F ⊗ π∗X (a), ω ⊗ π∗Y(b))

≃ HomX×Y(π∗X (a),F∨ ⊗ ω ⊗ π∗Y(b)) ≃ HomX (a, πX∗(F
∨ ⊗ ω ⊗ π∗Y(b)))In the seond line we use the fat that F is perfet and the adjuntion between π∗X and πX∗.Observe that the seond argument of the last expression is a Fourier-Mukai transform of b with thekernel F∨ ⊗ ω ≃ Hom(F , ω). Thus by de�nition on F and ω̃ it su�es to show that

Hom(h∗F̃ , ω) ≃ h∗Hom(F̃ , h∗ω[−1])Sine h!(·) ≃ h∗(·)[−1] this follows from Corollary 1.22 of [Ni℄ (we may even redue to the ase ofshemes onstruting a morphism from the LHS to the RHS as in lo. it. and then heking thatit is an isomorphism on etale loal a�ne harts). This �nishes the proof for the funtor G.The assertion about G0 is proved similarly: let H0 = F0 ⊗ π∗X0
(b) and apply (2.4) to obtain

HomY0
(F0(a), b) = HomY(πY0∗(F0 ⊗ π∗X0

(a)), b)

≃ HomX0×Y0
(F0 ⊗ π∗X0

(a), ω0 ⊗ π∗Y0
(b))

≃ HomX0×Y0
(π∗X0

(a),Hom(F0, ω0 ⊗ π∗Y0
(b)))Repeating the proof of Lemma 3.5 in [Ba℄ we derive from our Lemma 2.5 that

Hom(F0, ω0 ⊗ π∗Y0
(b)) ≃ Hom(F0, ω0) ⊗ π∗Y0

(b),thus our assertion redues to
k∗0Hom(F̃ , ω̃) ≃ Hom(F0, ω0) = Hom(C∗

0F̃ , k∗0ω̃).Sine ω̃ is a shift of a line bundle, the last isomorphism follows immediately by replaing F̃ withan OX -projetive resolution as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. �Lemma 2.8. With the notation as in Lemma 2.7 there is a funtorial isomorphism
j0∗G0

∼= Gi0∗Proof. The proof is exatly the same as Lemma 2.6 therefore we omit it. �To �nish the proof of Theorem 1.1 we need a ategory theory lemma:



8 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICHLemma 2.9. [O1, Lemma 1.2℄ Let N and N ′ be full triangulated subategories of triangulatedategories D and D ′ respetively. Let F : D → D ′ and G : D ′ → D be an adjoint pair of exatfuntors suh that F (N ) ⊂ N ′ and G(N ′) ⊂ N . Then they indue funtors
F : D/N → D

′/N ′ G : D
′/N ′ → D/Nwhih are adjoints. Moreover, if the funtor F : D → D ′ is fully faithful, the funtor F : D/N →

D ′/N ′ is also fully faithful.Proof of Theorem 1.1. Let E ∈ Db(X0) and onsider the exat triangle
E → G0F0E → C → E [1]where C is a one over the morphism E → G0F0E . Applying j0∗ yields an exat triangle

j0∗E → j0∗G0F0E → j0∗C → j0∗E [1]But j0∗G0F0
∼= Gi0∗F0

∼= GFj0∗ where the �rst isomorphism is by Lemma 2.8 and the seond byLemma 2.6. Sine GF is isomorphi to the identity morphism and j0 is a losed immersion, C ∼= 0.This implies that E → G0F0E is an isomorphism.By Lemma 2.5 the funtor F0 := πY0
(F0 ⊗ π∗X0

(·)) takes perfet omplexes to perfet omplexes,and similarly for G0. By Lemma 2.7 these funtors indue a pair of adjoint funtors F 0 : Dsg(X0) →

Dsg(Y0) and G0 : Dsg(Y0) → Dsg(X0). Moreover, the omposition G0F 0 is isomorphi to theidentity on Dsg(X0) and similarly F 0G0 is isomorphi to the identity on Dsg(Y0). �2.3. Appliations to MKay orrespondene. In this subsetion we assume that V is a �nitedimensional vetor spae of k = C and X is the quotient stak [V/Γ], where Γ ⊂ SL(V ) is a �nitesubgroup ating freely in odimension one. We take Y to be a repant resolution of the singularquotient variety Z = V/Γ (thus, we impliitly assume that Y exists whih is not always the ase).Finally, let t : Z → A1 be a morphism induing the ompositions f : X → A1, g : Y → A1 anddenote by X0, Y0 the �bers of f and g over 0 ∈ A1, respetively.Theorem 2.10. In the above setting, suppose that there exists a omplex F in Db(X ×Z Y) suhthat its diret image F to X × Y indued a Fourier-Mukai transform whih is an equivalene. Let
F0 = k∗0j∗F where j : X ×Z Y → X ×A1 Y and k0 : X0 × Y0 → X ×A1 Y are the natural losedembeddings. Then the Fourier-Mukai transform with the kernel F0 indues equivalenes

Db(X0) ≃ Db(Y0), Perf(X0) ≃ Perf(Y0), Dsg(X0) ≃ Dsg(Y0)In partiular, suh equivalenes hold either of the three ases:(1) dimV = 2 or 3 and Y = G−Hilb(2) V is a sympleti vetor spae and Γ ⊂ Sp(V )(3) Γ is a �nite abelian subgroup of SL(V ) and Y is projetive over Z.Proof. The �rst part of the statement is an immediate onsequene of Theorem 1.1. In the seondpart, we only need to establish existene of appropriate F̃ . For (1) and (2) this follows from themain results in [BKR℄ and [BK℄, respetively. For (3) we observe that sine Γ is abelian, there existsan n-dimensional torus T suh that Z is a tori variety with the torus T , and that by the proof ofCorollary 3.5 in [K2℄ the repant resolution Y is automatially tori with the same torus T . Notethat the orollary quoted is stated for projetive varieties, and in our ase we need to repeat its



ON EQUIVALENCES OF DERIVED AND SINGULAR CATEGORIES 9proof invoking the relative tori version of MMP from [FS℄. Existene of F̃ is proved in Theorem3.1 by a simple extension of results in [K1℄. �Remark 2.11. We ould require that the ation of Γ is generially free (i.e. stabilizers are allowedin odimension one). In this ase onsider the normal subgroup Π ⊂ Γ generated by omplexre�etions in V . Then the quotient V ′ = V/Π is a smooth variety and in Theorem 2.10 one anonsider X = [V ′/Γ′] with Γ′ = Γ/Π. Alternatively, we an keep X = V/Γ but view Y not as asmooth variety but as a smooth stak with non-trivial yli stabilizers in odimension one (see thebeginning of the next setion).3. Appliations to tori geometry3.1. Tori staks and Kawamata's Theorem. The appliations in this setion ome from torigeometry. We will assume k = C. Let X,Y be quasi-smooth (i.e. simpliial) tori varieties withthe ation of the same split torus T , with two e�etive T -invariant Q-divisors B,C respetively,and assume that the oe�ients of these divisors are in the set {1 − 1
r
|r ∈ N}. To this data onean assoiate two smooth Deligne-Mumford staks X ,Y, respetively, as in [K1℄. One reason whyonsidering B,C is useful is that a quotient of a smooth variety V by an e�etive ation of a �nitegroup Γ may be smooth in odimension one yet have non-trivial stabilizers there (automatiallyyli). Then the multipliities of B and C will enode the information about the sizes of suhstabilizers.If B and C are zero, the staks X , Y may be interpreted in terms of the Batyrev-Cox quotientonstrution whih we brie�y reall. Let P(Σ) be a quasi-smooth tori variety assoiated to asimpliial fan Σ whih has n one-dimensional ones ρ1, . . . , ρn. Then, f. e.g. [CLS℄, P(Σ) it anbe realized as a quotient (Cn \B)/G where the basis u1, . . . , un in Cn is in bijetive orrespondenewith ρ1, . . . , ρn, B is a union of some oordinate subspaes of odimension at least 2, and G isan algebrai subgroup of (C∗)n with its natural ation on Cn. Thus G itself is isomorphi to aprodut of several opies of (C∗) and a �nite abelian group. The assumption that Σ is simpliialensures, f. lo. it., that G-ation on Cn \ B has �nite stabilizers and thus there exists a smoothDeligne-Mumford quotient stak P(Σ) with oarse moduli spae isomorphi to P(Σ).We will use a version of the Kawamata's theorem on equivalene of derived ategories for toristaks. In our setup, we assume that in the diagram (1.1) all staks are tori with the ation of thesame torus T , and that all morphisms are T -equivariant.Theorem 3.1. In the situation desribed, there exists a T -equivariant kernel F on X ×Y given bya diret image of a T -equivariant objet in Db(X ×Z Y), suh that the orresponding Fourier-Mukaitransform ΦF : Db(X ) → Db(Y) is an equivalene.Proof. By the relative version of the tori MMP explained in [FS℄ and a standard argument modeledon the proof of Theorem 12.1.8 in [Ma℄, the birational isomorphism X → Y may be deomposedinto a �nite sequene of T -equivariant divisorial ontrations and �ips over Z whih are log repant.For every suh ontration or �ip we an apply Theorem 4.2 in [K1℄. Observe that the kernels inlo. it. are indeed T -equiariant and given by diret images from X ×Z Y. The onvolution ofseveral suh kernels (giving the omposition of equivalenes) also satis�es this ondition. �



10 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICH3.2. Hypersurfaes in simpliial tori varieties. As another appliation of Theorem 1.1 weextend a result of Orlov on the derived ategory of a Calabi-Yau hypersurfae in a weighted proje-tive spae. From now on the log divisors B,C are zero. Our appliation is based on the followingresult due to M.U. Isik, f. [Is℄. For ompleteness we reprodue a sketh of the proof with the kindpermission of the author.Proposition 3.2. Let X be a smooth Deligne-Mumford stak over C and s a regular setion of avetor bundle E with determinant dual to the anonial bundle of X. Let Y ⊂ X be the zero shemeof s and Z ⊂ E∨ the zero sheme of s viewed as a �berwise linear funtion on the total spae ofthe dual bundle E∨. Then Db(Y ) is equivalent to the Karoubian ompletion (or split ompletion) ofthe equivariant singular ategory DC∗

sg (Z), whih obtained by adding images of all projetors. Theation of C∗ on Z is restrited from the natural ation by salar dilations on the �bers of E∨.Proof. The proof involves sheaves of graded DG-algebras (and modules over them) whih havehomologial degree degh and internal degree degi. First one identi�es (up to derived equivalene)omplexes of graded OZ -modules with omplexes of graded modules over the Koszul DG algebra
B = (εSym•(E) → Sym•(E)); d(ε) = swhere the formal variable ε satis�es ε2 = 0 and the di�erential is linear with respet to Sym•(E). Inboth ategories the di�erential inreases degh by one and preserves degi. Note that degh(ε) = −1,

degi(ε) = 1, degh(Sym
•(E)) = 0 while the internal degree on Sym•(E) is given by the usualpolynomial degree.Next use �ber-by-�ber BGG orrespondene (or Koszul duality) to onstrut a derived equivalenebetween graded DG modules over B and graded DG-modules over the �dual" algebra

A = Λ•(E∨) ⊗OX
OX [t]where the di�erential is t-linear and satis�es d(f) = t · 〈s, f〉 for a loal setion f of E∨ (this admitsa unique extension to the exterior algebra by Leibniz rule). This time degi(t) = degi(f) = 1,

degh(t) = 2,degh(E
∨) = 1.The omposition of these two equivalenes sends perfet omplexes of graded OZ -modules map toomplexes of graded A-modules on whih t ats nilpotently. Therefore, using a version of Thoma-son's loalization theorem [TT℄, Lemma 5.5.1, we onlude that the split ompletion of DC∗

sg (Z) isequivalent to the ategory of graded modules over the loalization At. Sine t is now invertible,multipliation by it identi�es all homogeneous omponents (with respet to degi), i.e. the ate-gory is equivalent to non-graded modules over the Koszul resolution A′ of OY . Using the derivedequivalene between A′-modules and OY -modules we obtain the result. �Now onsider a projetive simpliial tori stak as in Setion 3.1. We �x the fan Σ and drop itfrom notation, writing simply P and P. We will require that K∨
P is nef, i.e. a positive power of theanti-anonial bundle on P desends to a nef bundle on P.The Piard group of the stak P = [(Cn \ B)/G] an be identi�ed with the A = Hom(G,C∗)sine B has odimension ≥ 2 and therefore any line bundle on Cn \B is trivial. Expliitly, for a ∈ Awe have a line bundle La over P with the total spae [(Cn \B)× C]/G where G ats on the seondfator by the harater −a. The setions of La, viewed as regular funtions on the total spae of

L−a linear along the �bers, may be identi�ed with the spae C[x1, . . . , xn]
a of polynomials on Cn, onwhih G ats via the harater a. Here x1, . . . , xn is the basis dual to the basis u1, . . . , un of Setion



ON EQUIVALENCES OF DERIVED AND SINGULAR CATEGORIES 113.1. Observe that C[x1, . . . , xn]
a is non-zero if and only if a belongs to the semigroup A+ ⊂ Aformed by all non-negative integral linear ombinations of the G-weights a1, . . . , an of x1, . . . , xn,respetively. Note that all elements in A+ \ 0 have in�nite order if P is projetive, otherwise somemonomial with non-negative exponents would give a non-onstant regular funtion on P. The linebundle La desends to the oarse moduli spae P preisely when a is trivial on all stabilizers of the

G-ation on Cn \B, hene the Piard group of P is a subgroup of �nite index in A. We also reallthat K∨
P(Σ) is isomorphi to Lc with

c = a1 + . . .+ an.In the smooth ase this is proved in Setion 4.3 of [Fu℄ whih is su�ient for us sine P is smoothin odimension 1. Choose and �x a polynomial f ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn]
c and onsider its zero lous M, alosed substak of P whih has trivial anonial bundle by the adjuntion formula. Note that Mmay be identi�ed with the quotient stak [

Z(f) ∩ (Cn \ Z)
]
/G.Let H ⊂ G be the kernel of the harater c : G → C∗. Then the group of haraters of H maybe identi�ed with AH = A/Z · c and we denote by A+

H the image of A+ in AH . The G-ation on Cnrestrits to H and for a generi hoie of a ∈ A+
H the H-linearization of the trivial bundle, induedby a, will satisfy the property that all semi-stable points are stable (in fat, it su�es to requirethat a does not belong to any subgroup in AH whih is generated by a �nite subset in the image of

{a1, . . . , an} and has non-maximal rank). Let Ya = (Cn)s/H be the orresponding quotient stak;its oarse moduli spae Y is just the GIT quotient with respet to the linearization indued by a.Sine the harater c : G → C∗ is trivial on H, the polynomial f on Cn is H-invariant andtherefore desends to a morphism g : Ya → A1. For the same reason, i.e. triviality of c on H, thestak Ya has trivial anonial bundle. The ation of (C∗)n on Cn desends to the ation of the torus
TH = (C∗)n/H on Ya. Observe that there exists a short exat sequene

1 → C∗ → TH → T → 1where the subgroup C∗ may be identi�ed with G/H.Corollary 3.3. In the above setting, the derived ategory Db(M) is equivalent to the split ompletionof the equivariant singular ategory DC∗

sg (g−1(0)).Proof. First, we an view f as a funtion, whih we denote by the same letter, on the total spaeof the anonial bundle KP . By Proposition 3.2 the derived ategory of M is equivalent to thesplit ompletion of the equivariant singular ategory of the zero �ber of f : KP → A1. Observethat both KP and Ya are tori with the same torus TH . For KP this follows from the fat that itis a quotient of an open subset in Cn × C by G, and if we use the harater c to lift the naturalembedding G ⊂ (C∗)n to an embedding G ⊂ (C∗)n×C, then the quotient (C∗)n×C/G is anoniallyisomorphi to TH .Sine both KP and Ya have trivial anonial bundles, by Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 3.1 it su�esto �nd an a�ne variety Z whih is tori with respet to TH , and two proper equivariant birationalmorphisms φ : KP → Z, ψ : Ya → Z whih indue projetive morphisms on oarse moduli spaes.Sine generi stabilizers of KP and Ya are trivial and the morphisms to the oarse moduli spaesare proper ([Vi, Prop. 2.11℄, [Ed, Prop. 4.2℄), it su�es to onstrut birational projetive torimorphisms from the oarse moduli spaes to Z.Choose Z to be the spetrum of the ring of invariants C[x1, . . . , xn]
H . Then the oarse modulispae Y a of Ya is projetive over Z: by GIT it is a Proj of a graded ring ⊕
l≥0Rl with Z ≃ Spec(R0).



12 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICHOn the other hand, the moduli spae of KP is the geometri quotient of an open subset in Cn × Cby G, where the ation on the seond fator is via the harater c of G.Consider the ring of invariants C[x1, . . . , xn, z]
G for this ation. Sine z is dual to the lastoordinate vetor in Cn×C, the harater of theG-ation on it is (−c). EveryG-invariant polynomialis a linear ombination of terms of the form h(x)zl, l ≥ 0 where G ats on h(x) ∈ C[x1, . . . , xn] viathe harater l · c. In partiular, eah h(x) is H-invariant. Therefore evaluation z 7→ 1 gives a ringhomomorphism

C[x1, . . . , xn, z]
G → C[x1, . . . , xn]

HTo show that it is as isomorphism observe that every H-invariant polynomial is a sum of H-invariantmonomials and that of eah H-invariant monomial xα the group G ats via a harater with is trivialon H. Sine Ker(A → AH) = Z · c, suh a harater is a multiple of c. But a multiple l · c withnegative l may not be a G-weight of monomial xα with positive exponents, otherwise xα(x1 . . . xn)
−lwould give a non-onstant regular funtion on the projetive variety P = (Cn \ B)/G. We provedthat

C[x1, . . . , xn]
H =

⊕

l≥0

C[x1, . . . , xn]
l·cwhih implies that the above map of invariants is an isomorphism. We also observe that the gradingon the left hand side is preisely the grading resulting from the ation of C∗ ⊂ TH on Z.It remains to show that the oarse moduli spae of KP , i.e. the geometri quotient (

(Cn \

B) × C
)
/G, admits a projetive morphism to Z. Sine the stabilizers of the G-ation are �nitethe assertion would follow from GIT if (Cn \ B) × C is the set of semistable points for some G-linearization of the trivial bundle, oming from a harater a ∈ A. Choose any a whih gives anample line bundle in Pic(P) ⊂ A. We need to prove that (Cn \ B)× C is preisely the set of pointsfor whih one an �nd a non-vanishing polynomial f(x)zl of G-weight m · a, m ≥ 0.For any point (p, q) ∈ (Cn \ B) × C, p will projet to a point p ∈ P and by ampleness thereis a setion of L⊗m

a not vanishing at p. This setion gives a polynomial f(x) of G-weight a · mnon-vanishing at p, hene f(x)z0 is a quasi-invariant polynomial not vanishing at (p, q).On the other hand, we want to show that any f(x)zl of G-weight m · c will vanish at any point
(p, q) ∈ B × C. It su�es to show that any polynomial f(x) of weight a′ = l · c + m · a with
m > 0, l ≥ 0, will vanish at p ∈ B. Sine we assumed that K∨

P is nef, replaing f(x) by its positivepower we an assume that a′ is an ample lass in Pic(P). We an also assume that f(x) is amonomial xα.Now take a loser look at B, a union of oordinate subspaes of the form Bj = {xi = 0|i ∈ Pj}where Pj ⊂ {1, . . . , n} is a subset alled a primitive olletion (and the index j will run over allprimitive olletions). See Setion 5.1 of [CLS℄ for details. The ruial observation is that eah Pjgives a lass rj in the one of e�etive urves on P. Sine a′ is ample and the one of e�etive urvesis spanned by rj, see Theorem 6.3.10 in lo. it, the intersetion number a′ · rj should be positivefor all j, whih will imply that for any j there exists i ∈ Pj whih gives a positive exponent αi inthe monomial xα = xα1

1 . . . xαn
n . Then xα must vanish on eah Bj, whih will imply the assertionabout the set of stable points.In more detail: eah variable xi, i = 1, . . . , n orresponds to a one-dimensional one ρi ∈ NR inthe fan Σ de�ning our tori variety, and hene to a torus-invariant prime divisor Di in P. One theother hand, the spae of numerial lasses of urves in P an be identi�ed with the spae of vetors
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C = (β1, . . . , βn) suh that ∑

biρi = 0 in NR, in suh a way that for a divisor D =
∑
αiDi theintersetion number D · C is given by ∑

αiβi, f. Exerise 6.3.3 in lo. it.Now, for any primitive olletion Pj , Batyrev's onstrution gives a relation in NR of the type
rj =

∑

i∈Pj

ρi −
n∑

s=1

csρswith cs ∈ Q≥0, f. De�nition 6.3.9 of lo. it. Moreover, sine rj orresponds to a numeriallye�etive lass of urves by ampleness of a′ we should have
∑

i∈Pj

αi −

n∑

s=1

csαs > 0.All cs and αs are non-negative hene αi for some i ∈ Pj . That is, the monomial xα ontains thevariable xi with a positive exponent and hene vanishes on the subspae Bj ⊂ B. Sine this holdsfor every primitive olletion Pj , and B is the union of Bj, we onlude that xα vanishes on B.To sum up: we have proved that X = KP and Ya admit projetive tori morphisms (automatiallybirational) onto the a�ne variety Z = Spec(C[x1, . . . , xn]
H). Sine the funtions on X and Ya arepulled bak from Z, we an apply Theorem 3.1 and Theorem 1.1 to onlude that the equivariantsingular ategories of X0 and Ya0 are equivalent, whih �nishes the proof. �Example 3.4. [O2, Thm. 3.12, Calabi-Yau ase℄ Take the weighted projetive spae P = P(a) :=

P(a0, · · · , an) with ai > 0 for all i. Let f be a quasi-homogeneous polynomial that is invariant underthe ation of H = ZN where N =
∑
ai and M the zero set of f in the tori stak orresponding to

P(a). Denote by g the indued funtion on the quotient stak Y = [Cn/ZN ] (here H is �nite, andno hoie of a is needed). Then there is an equivalene between Db(M) and the split ompletion of
DC∗

sg (g−1(0)).Example 3.5. Take P = P = P1×P1 with A = Z⊕Z. The weights of the homogeneous oordinates
x1, . . . , x4 are a1 = a2 = (1, 0) and a3 = a4 = (0, 1). A quik alulation shows that H ≃ C∗ × Z2hene Ya is a GIT quotient of C4 by H. Restriting the ation on C4 to C∗ ⊂ H we �nd that theweights are (+1,+1,−1,−1). There are two essentially di�erent linearizations: one whih gives apositive weight when restrited to C∗ and one whih gives a negative weight. The two resultingquotients Y+ and Y− di�er by a standard tori �op. In partiular, they have equivalent derivedategories and applying Theorem 1.1 with X = Y+, Y = Y− we see that the equivariant singularderived ategories of (g+)−1(0) and (g−)−1(0) are equivalent. Their split ompletions are furtherequivalent to the derived ategory of the ellipti urve M in P1 × P1 by Corollary 3.3.Example 3.6. Take P = P = F1, the Hirzebruh surfae, whih may be identi�ed with the quotient
(k4 \ B)/(C∗)2 where B is the union of two oordinate planes x1 = x2 = 0 and x3 = x4 = 0. Theweights of the ation of G = (C∗)2 on C4 are (1, 0), (1, 1), (0, 1), (0, 1). The subgroup H ≃ C∗ isgiven by (t3, t−2) and hene the weights of the H ation on C4 are (3, 1,−2,−2). Again we havetwo linearizations for the H ation and the orresponding hoies of Ya di�er by a tori �op.



14 VLADIMIR BARANOVSKY, JEREMY PECHARICH3.3. Produts of hypersurfaes. Assume that for i = 1, . . . m, we are given a Calabi-Yau hyper-surfae Mi in a projetive simpliial tori stak Pi with nef antianonial bundle. By adjuntion,
Mi is de�ned by vanishing of a setion ti of the antianonial bundle K∨

Pi
. We an view the produt

M = M1 × . . .Mm as a omplete intersetion in the stak P = P1 × . . .× Pm.On the other hand, let Yai be a stak orresponding to a harater ai as in Setion 3.2, and
gi : Yai → A1 the funtion indued by the de�ning equation of Mi. This gives a funtion g =
g1 + . . .+ gm on the diret produt Y = Ya1 × . . .×Yam . The ation of C∗ on eah Yai indues thediagonal ation on Y.Corollary 3.7. There exists an equivalene between Db(M) and the split ompletion of DC∗

sg (g−1(0)).Proof. Let X = KP1
×. . . KPm be the produt of total spaes of anonial bundles on the staks, and

f : X → A1 the �berwise linear funtion orresponding to t1⊕. . .⊕tm. By the same argument as witha single hypersurfae, both X and Y admit a proper birational morphism to the produt a�ne variety
Z = Z1 × . . . × Zm whih indues a projetive morphism on moduli spaes. Thus DC∗

sg (f−1(0)) ≃

DC∗

sg (g−1(0)) as before. Now we apply Proposition 3.2 to the diret sum of antianonial bundleson P1 × . . . ×Pm. �Remark 3.8. One ould attempt to apply the same reasoning to general Calabi-Yau omplete inter-setions in a tori variety P but it leads to a tehnial di�ulty. Let β1, . . . , βm be elements in thestak Piard group A, suh that
β1 + . . . + βm = a1 + . . . + anAssume in addition that eah bundle Lβi

has a non-zero regular setion ti and that t1, . . . , tm forma regular sequene. This implies, in partiular, that eah βj is a linear ombination of the ai withnon-negative oe�ients. Let AH be the quotient by the subgroup of A spanned by β1, . . . , βm and
H ⊂ G the dual group. Suppose we wanted to establish a derived equivalene between the totalspae X of the bundle L−β1

⊕ . . .⊕L−βm
and a quotient Y of some open subset of H-stable pointsin Cn, by the ation of H. In partiular, we would want proper birational morphisms from X and

Y to the same variety (or stak) Z.If we de�ne Z as a spetrum of a ring of invariants, then for Y this ring should be C[x1, . . . , xn]
H ,while for X the ring is C[x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zm]G where G ats on the extra variable zj via theharater −βj . Sending eah zj to 1 (or to some nonzero onstant cj) we will get a map

C[x1, . . . , xn, z1, . . . , zm]G → C[x1, . . . , xm]H .We observe that this map is injetive if and only if β1, . . . , βm are linearly independent over Z,whih is a reasonable ondition. However, the surjetivity is less trivial: one would need to ensurethat for every equality in A
p1a1 + . . .+ pnan = q1β1 + . . . qmβmthe ondition pi ≥ 0 for all i implies the ondition qj ≥ 0 for all j. The reader is invited to hekthat this fails e.g. when P = P2 × P2 with Pic = Z ⊕ Z, and

a1 = a2 = a3 = (1, 0); a4 = a5 = a6 = (0, 1); β1 = a1 + a4 + a5; β2 = a2 + a3 + a6.In suh a situation X and Y would be proper over non-isomorphi, although birational, a�nevarieties. Perhaps one ould modify our onstrution, e.g. by passing to a partial ompati�ationof X or Y, to obtain the analogue of Corollary 3.7 in a more general situation.
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